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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to develop a modeling framework to predict milk protein yield responses
to varying metabolizable protein (MP) supplies and to
determine the requirement of MP by lactating dairy
cows. The logistic curve was used to model milk protein
yield while accounting for a variable efficiency of MP
utilization and between-study variability. Models were
developed with databases from 2 recently published
meta-analyses and based on either total MP supply or
MP supply available for milk production. All models
provided reasonable fit to data, with root mean square
prediction error ranging from 18 to 20% of the average
milk protein yield. The estimated horizontal asymptotes
were 1.17 (posterior SD = 0.02) and 1.55 (posterior SD
= 0.06) in the 2 databases, suggesting that the limiting
milk protein yield, as MP supply increases, converges
to 1.17 or 1.55 kg/d in the environments determined by
the 2 databases. The observed efficiencies ranged from
0.75 to 0.18 when total MP supply was used as the
denominator and above 1 to 0.24 when the MP supply
available for milk production was used as the denominator. The predicted efficiencies were in good agreement with the data, decreasing nonlinearly with the
MP supply. The MP requirement was calculated with
a function constructed with the inverse of the logistic
model and modified at regions of maximum marginal
efficiency and minimum second derivative. This strategy assumes that the MP solution, or the MP needed
to predict a given protein yield in the fitted logistic
curve, determines the MP requirement for maintenance
and lactation. Requirements calculated with the independent variable as total MP supply refer to the total
requirement of maintenance plus lactation, whereas the
requirement from models based on MP supply available
for milk production are referent to the MP required
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only for lactation. The requirements were, on average,
slightly smaller than the ones predicted by the current
Northern American feeding system for dairy cows at
lower protein yields and greater than currently recommended at high yields.
Key words: protein, requirement, efficiency, metaanalysis
INTRODUCTION

The dairy industry faces increasing governmental and
societal pressure to deliver dairy products at competitive prices while maintaining rigorous environmental
stewardship. The number of worldwide policies regulating environmental impacts from livestock operations
has increased substantially in the past 2 decades (Oenema, 2004). In the United States, most livestock operations are required to implement nutrient management
plans and comply with guidelines, many times updated
annually (USDA-EPA, 1999). Nitrogen balance in dairy
operations is of particular interest because dietary N
supplied in excess is excreted in manure. Nitrate leaching from manure might contribute to eutrophication of
water sources and ammonia volatilization is related to
health issues in animals and humans (McCubbin et al.,
2002). From a producer’s perspective, N not retained
in milk or tissue represents an inefficiency on the use
of an expensive dietary nutrient. Therefore, augmenting the efficiency of incorporating dietary N into milk
not only increases the economic competitiveness of the
dairy industry but also reduces the environmental impact of milk production. A large variation exists on the
efficiency of incorporating dietary N into milk across
production systems: Huhtanen and Hristov (2009) reported minimal and maximal efficiency at 14 and 45%,
respectively, from 1,734 treatment means from the
literature. Dijkstra et al. (2013) estimated a maximum
theoretical efficiency around 43%; however, commercial
dairies are often far from this maximum theoretical efficiency of N utilization. To achieve gains in efficiency,
a more comprehensive description of nutrient availabil-
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ity from feeds and a more precise determination of the
animal’s nutrient requirements for various physiological
functions are necessary.
A more comprehensive and precise determination of
MP and AA requirements is necessary for matching
the delivery with the requirement for various physiological functions of a lactating cow. For instance, the
NRC (2001) often underestimates MP allowable milk at
low MP supplies and overestimates at greater supplies
(Lapierre et al., 2007). This is due to the assumption
of a constant efficiency (0.67) of utilization of MP for
both maintenance and lactation. The direct implication
of the fixed efficiency is that 1.5 kg of MP is required
for each kilogram of true protein outputted in milk,
regardless of the level of MP supply. The use of a constant efficiency of utilization of MP for lactation has
been challenged by a series of studies (Doepel et al.,
2004; Van Duinkerken et al., 2011; Daniel et al., 2016).
Furthermore, Metcalf et al. (2008) suggested that the
efficiency of utilizing supplied MP for milk true protein
synthesis decreased from 0.77 to 0.50 when MP supply
varied from 25% below to 25% above the predicted MP
requirement. The authors suggested that the efficiencies might follow a continuous curvilinear function with
respect to the supply. Likewise, Arriola Apelo et al.
(2014) suggested that the efficiency of using MP for
milk true protein yield decreases with increasing MP
supply, possibly in a curvilinear fashion. Daniel et al.
(2016) reported cumulative efficiencies of utilizing MP
above maintenance decreasing from 0.82 to 0.58 with
MP supplies increasing from –0.4 to +0.3 kg/d relative
to the MP supply needed for an efficiency of 0.67.
In this context, the objective of this study was to
develop a modeling framework that (1) predicts the
milk protein yield response to the increased MP supply
and (2) provides a framework for computing the MP
requirement while accounting for a variable efficiency
of MP utilization. Because of the increasing interest in
moving from a MP system to an individual AA system (Arriola Apelo et al., 2014; Lapierre et al., 2014),
the framework was structured to be flexible and easily
extended to the estimation of efficiencies and requirements of individual AA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data

Two distinct but complementary databases from
2 recently published meta-analyses were used in this
study. The first database is from a meta-analysis conducted with studies that infused casein postruminally
(Martineau et al., 2017). The second database is from
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a meta-analysis conducted with studies reporting duodenal or omasal N flow (White et al., 2016). In the first
database, all studies systematically vary MP supply
through casein infusions, providing a controlled system
for which variation of protein supply is measured and
probably the main factor limiting and driving changes
in milk protein yield. The second database encompasses
studies with a much broader range of experimental
treatments. Not only protein supply but other dietary
factors might be limiting and driving milk protein
yield. The idea of using these 2 distinct databases is
to examine the appropriateness of the framework with
2 different systems and examine a potential need for
developing more complex models that account for other
factors affecting MP use efficiency, such as energy and
AA supplies and potential of cows. By design, studies
with casein infusion should have improved AA profile,
whereas in the second database studies comprise a varied mix of AA profiles in RUP. For both databases, all
studies had at least 2 different MP supplies (i.e., at
least 2 treatment means).
Database 1

The first database was composed of 130 treatment
means summarized in 36 scientific publications. The
data represents a subset of the data from Martineau
et al. (2017). The study from Larsen et al. (2014) was
removed from the database because cows were in early
transition period (i.e., DIM 4, 15, 29) and likely relying
heavily on body reserves to support milk protein yield.
Studies for which the standard error of milk protein was
not available or could not be approximated through error propagation techniques were also removed from the
database. A complete list with all studies used in our
analysis is provided as Supplemental Data (https://
doi.org/10.3168/jds.2016-12507). The meta-design is
presented in Figure 1 (panels a and b), and summary
statistics of the database are presented in Table 1. In
short, the data are composed of studies that infused
casein postruminally in lactating dairy cows, systematically altering the MP supply and milk protein yield.
For a comprehensive description of the literature search
and study selection, see Martineau et al. (2017). When
BW was not available, it was assumed to be, respectively, 602 and 564 kg for North American cows and
cows from Europe and other countries (for 25% of the
data), as adopted in the meta-analyses of Martineau
et al. (2017) and reported by Huhtanen and Hristov
(2009). The total MP supply and MP supply available
for milk production were calculated according to Lapierre et al. (2014). Specifically, the total MP supply was
determined as the calculated MP supply (NRC, 2001)
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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minus the MP supply from endogenous sources entering
the duodenum, also calculated according to the NRC
(2001). The MP supply available for milk production
was calculated as the total MP supply minus the MP
required for scurf, urinary endogenous protein, and
metabolic fecal protein assuming an efficiency of 0.67
for each component. Scurf protein output was set at
0.2 g of CP/kg of BW0.6 (Swanson, 1977) and urinary
endogenous protein output at 2.75 g of CP/kg of BW0.5
(Swanson, 1977) as suggested by the NRC (2001). The
metabolic fecal protein was estimated at 15.8 g of CP/
kg of DMI, with an average proportion of true protein/
CP of 0.80 (Lapierre et al., 2014). Therefore, both the
total MP supply and the MP supply available for milk
do not contain the endogenous duodenal flow of protein (Lapierre et al., 2014). Milk true protein yield was
used as milk protein output; when not reported, it was
assumed to be milk yield times milk protein percentage. If means were reported on a CP basis, the milk

true protein was assumed to be 0.955 times milk CP
(for 54% of the data). When needed, standard errors
were approximated as described in Roman-Garcia et
al. (2016).
Database 2

The second database was composed of 356 treatment
means summarized in 106 scientific publications. The
database is a subset of the data used in the metaanalyses by Roman-Garcia et al. (2016) and White
et al. (2016). Studies for which the standard error of
milk protein yield was not available or could not be
approximated through error propagation techniques
were removed from the database. The complete list of
all studies used in the analysis is provided as Supplemental Data (https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2016-12507).
The meta-design is presented in Figure 1 (panels c and
d), and summary statistics of the data are presented in

Figure 1. Meta-design showing the relationship between milk protein yield and total MP supply or MP supply available for milk production
(MP supply minus MP required for maintenance). Panels (a) and (b) use data from Martineau et al. (2017), and panels (c) and (d) use data
from White et al. (2016). Treatment means from the same publication are connected with straight lines.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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Table 1. Summary statistics of the 2 databases used for fitting the logistic models
Variable
Database 1 (from Martineau et al., 2017)
MP supply1 (kg/d)
MP supply for milk2 (kg/d)
Milk protein yield3 (kg/d)
BW4 (kg)
DMI (kg/d)
Milk yield (kg/d)
Milk protein (%)
Milk fat (%)
Diet NDF (% of DM)
Diet CP (% of DM)
Diet NEL (Mcal/kg of DM)
DIM
Database 2 (from White et al., 2016)
MP supply5 (kg/d)
MP supply for milk6 (kg/d)
Milk protein yield3 (kg/d)
BW (kg)
DMI (kg/d)
Milk yield (kg/d)
Milk protein (%)
Milk fat (%)
Diet NDF (% of DM)
Diet CP (% of DM)
Diet NEL (Mcal/kg of DM)
DIM

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

SD

1.71
1.29
0.729
564
16.4
23.6
3.25
4.01
38.1
15.5
1.56
123

0.778
0.506
0.319
466
9.08
10.7
2.66
2.58
20.6
11.0
1.26
20

3.266
2.69
1.14
714
24.8
40.0
4.14
5.40
57.1
23.35
1.88
321

0.47
0.42
0.19
51.4
3.30
6.79
0.27
0.64
6.89
1.93
0.10
62

2.02
1.45
0.891
599
20.3
28.9
3.15
3.59
32.9
17.3
1.66
104

0.849
0.404
0.376
480
9.12
10.2
2.63
2.11
22.0
10.3
1.37
16

4.03
3.37
1.49
788
30.4
44.7
3.74
5.05
50.9
24.6
1.90
323

0.501
0.480
0.216
55.7
3.47
7.44
0.228
0.461
5.81
2.17
0.09
55

1
NRC (2001) MP supply (diet plus casein infusion) minus the MP supply from duodenal endogenous flow, also
calculated with the NRC (2001), as suggested by Lapierre et al. (2014).
2
MP supply, as above, minus the MP supply required for scurf, and endogenous urinary and metabolic fecal
protein; see text for details.
3
If not available (for 54% of the database 1 and for 17% of database 2), assumed to be 0.955 times CP.
4
BW was not reported in all publications (not available for 25% of the data). When not available, it was assumed to be, respectively, 602 and 564 kg for North American cows and cows from Europe and other countries.
5
According to White et al. (2017a,b); again, it does not contain duodenal endogenous flow.
6
MP supply minus MP required for scurf, endogenous urinary and metabolic fecal protein as described in item
1.

Table 1. For a comprehensive description of the criteria
for literature search, study inclusion, and all calculations, see Roman-Garcia et al. (2016) and White et
al. (2016). In short, the database represents a much
larger set of experimental conditions with studies that
measured duodenal or omasal N flow in lactating dairy
cows. This database is notably different than database
1 in the sense that not all studies focused exclusively on
investigating changes in protein supply with a highly
controlled setting such as casein infusions. A much
larger diversity of experimental treatments is available
in this database, introducing more variation in the relationship between dependent and independent variables
but more likely representing the variation observed in
practical situations. For all studies, the MP supply was
calculated with observed microbial flows and RUP according to White et al. (2017a,b). Studies for which
inputs needed for calculation of MP were not reported
were excluded from the database. Similarly to database
1, the MP supply does not contain the supply from

endogenous sources entering the duodenum. A comprehensive description of MP calculations, as well as
a detailed comparison with NRC (2001) MP supplies
are available in these 2 publications. The MP supply
available for milk production was calculated as the MP
supply minus the MP supply required for maintenance
(scurf, urinary endogenous, and metabolic fecal protein, with all fractions computed as in NRC, 2001).
Milk true protein yield was used as milk protein output; when not reported, it was assumed to be milk yield
times milk protein percentage. If means were reported
on a CP basis, the milk true protein was assumed to be
0.955 times milk CP (17% of the data). When needed,
standard errors were approximated as described in
Roman-Garcia et al. (2016).
Modeling Framework

The general strategy was to fit a nonlinear hierarchical model to represent the relationship between milk
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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protein yield and MP supply. The nonlinear model
directly represented a variable efficiency of MP utilization for milk protein yield and accounted for the
between-study differences in all parameters of the
logistic curve. The sparsity of the data within each
experiment in each publication created a challenge
for fitting a nonlinear mixed model with experimentspecific parameters because most experiments had only
2 to 3 treatment means. Therefore, 2 strategies were
used in model fitting. The first strategy was to assume
that the clustering of the data for the meta-analysis
was within publication and not within each experiment
in each publication. The implication of this assumption is that the model will estimate publication-specific
parameters rather parameters specific to experiment
within publication. With this assumption, there are
more records within each cluster, increasing the range
of measurements in the x-axis variable for each cluster.
The consequence of this assumption is that all records
from the same publication will be described by the
same set of random deviations from the mean population parameters, regardless of the experiment, within
that publication, from which the record originated.
The second strategy was to use a model fitting
strategy with 2 steps. First, pooled estimates (across
publications) of model parameters were obtained using
generalized nonlinear least squares. The reason for using
generalized least squares is that treatment means often
have different precision due to, for example, distinct
experimental design and number of experimental units.
Therefore, the error’s variance was weighted by the
standard error of the treatment means in the original
publications. Standard errors were truncated at half of
the mean (Roman-Garcia et al., 2016) and were divided
by their mean, shifting the mean of the weights to 1
(St-Pierre, 2001; Roman-Garcia et al., 2016). In the
second step, Bayesian hierarchical models were fitted to
both databases using the pooled estimates, from each
database, as hyperparameters of the prior distribution
of the logistic mean population parameters. Bayesian
hierarchical models are particularly suited for metaanalysis. These models allow each study to have its own
set of parameters. These study-specific parameters follow a distribution for which the mean vector is the set
of parameters common to all studies. In the frequentist
sense, the mean population parameters can be seen as
representation of fixed effects, and the random deviations for each study as the random effects that “enter
the model” nonlinearly. Three nonlinear models were
initially used to represent the relationship between
milk protein yield and MP supply: logistic, Gompertz,
and monomolecular (Thornley and France, 2005). The
logistic curve most often provided the smallest Akaike
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018

information criteria and was, therefore, chosen for further model development.
Model

The model was specified in 3 hierarchies for which
the first hierarchy specifies a model for the data given
the model parameters and variance:

(

)

yij | θi , σ 2 ~ N  f x ij , θi , wij σ 2  ,



[1]

where yij is the jth milk protein yield (j = 1, …, ni)
in the ith publication (i = 1, …, m), xij is the corresponding MP supply, θi = (θ1,i θ2,i θ3,i)T is the vector
of parameters specific to the ith publication, and wij are
the weights (computed from the standard errors of the
treatment means) used to weight the variance σ2. The
logistic curve was parameterized as follows:

(

)

f x ij , θi =

θ1,i

(

1 + θ2,i exp −x ij

/ θ3,i )

,

[2]

where θ1,i is the asymptote, and θ2,i and θ3,i the parameters associated with the amplitude and steepness
of the curve. The second hierarchy specifies a model
for the between-publication variability. To improve
computational efficiency and numerical stability, the
model was parameterized in terms of the Cholesky factors (Stan Development Team, 2016a). Specifically, θi
= β + DLbi where β is the vector of mean population
parameters, D is a diagonal matrix with the coefficient
scales, L is a lower triangular matrix with the Cholesky
factors of the correlation matrix, and bi is a vector
following a normal distribution centered at zero:
θi =
θ 
 1,i 
θ  =
 2,i 
 
θ3,i 

D
β+
 β  τ
 1  1
β  + 
τ2
 2 
  
 β3  

L
bi
 b 
 l
  11
  1,i 
 l
 b  .
  21 l23
  2,i 

 
τ 3  l31 l32 l33  b3,i 

 

[3]

To fully characterize the second hierarchy, it is assumed
that

(

)

bi ~ N 03 , I3 ,

[4]

where 03 is a 3 × 1 vector of zeros and I3 is the identity
matrix of order 3. The third hierarchy specifies prior
distributions for the model parameters:
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(

)

β ~ N β
, Γpooled
pooled

τ , τ , τ , σ ~ half -Cauchy 0, 2.5 ,
 1 2 3
L ~ LkjCholesky (2)


(

)

[5]

where βpooled is the vector of pooled estimates (across
publications) obtained with generalized nonlinear least
squares and Γpooled is the associated estimated variance-covariance matrix. Further, τ1, τ2, τ3, and σ were
assigned half-Cauchy priors with a small scale (i.e., 2.5)
setting weakly informative priors (Stan Development
Team, 2016a). The Cholesky factors of the correlation
matrix were assigned weakly informative prior using a
LkjCholesky distribution with shape parameter equal
to 2 (Stan Development Team, 2016a). Briefly, this distribution is a parameterization of the LKJ correlation
matrix density (Lewandowski et al., 2009) in terms of
its Cholesky factors (Stan Development Team, 2016a).
When the shape parameter is equal 1, the LKJ density is uniform over correlation matrices of that order.
Increasing the shape parameter, a sharper peak in the
density is obtained at the identity matrix.
Pooled estimates were obtained using generalized
nonlinear least squares with the nlme R package (Pinheiro et al., 2016). The Bayesian hierarchical models
were fitted in Stan using the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
No-U-Turn Sampler (Carpenter et al., 2016) through
the rstan R package (Stan Development Team, 2016b).
Two chains with over-dispersed initial values were specified for each parameter; chain mixing, auto-correlation,
posterior densities, and the Gelman-Rubin diagnostics
(Gelman and Rubin, 1992) were used to visually assess
chain convergence and determine the required burn-in
period. The fitted models were evaluated with a 5-fold
cross-validation. The data were divided into 5 folds of
similar size by randomly allocating publications to each
fold. Five training sets were created by leaving each one
of the folds out. The testing sets were the folds that
were left out of each of the 5 training sets. All treatment means from the same publication were allocated
to the same fold so any testing set does not contain
treatment means from a publication that was used in
the corresponding training set. The predictive ability of
the models was then evaluated with the mean square
prediction error (MSPE):

(

MSPEk = nk−1 yk − f xk , 
β−k

)

2

,

[6]

where nk is the number of observations in the kth fold
(k = 1, …, 5), yk is the vector of milk protein yields in
the kth fold, f is the logistic curve, xk is the correspond-

β−k is the vector of posterior
ing vector of MP supplies, 
means of the mean population parameters estimated
with the training set that did not contain observations
from the kth fold and ⋅ is the Euclidean norm of a

vector (i.e., a = a12 +  + an2 ). It is important to
point out that in the cross-validation, the hyperparameters for the population mean parameters obtained
with generalized nonlinear least squares were also estimated without data from the kth fold.
Efficiency and MP Requirement

The cumulative efficiency was defined as the ratio
of the milk protein yield and the total MP supply or
the MP supply available for milk production (i.e., δ =
y/x). When the total MP supply is used as the denominator, the efficiency will, by definition, be lower as it
refers to the use of MP to support lactation with the
maintenance being assigned to the inefficiency. That is,
the denominator of the ratio has the total MP supply
that will be used for both milk production and maintenance but the numerator has only the protein export
in milk. Conversely, when using the MP available for
milk production (with the MP required for maintenance subtracted from the denominator), the efficiency
will, by definition, be larger because the maintenance
components are no longer part of the inefficiency (i.e.,
they have been subtracted from the denominator). The
determination of the MP requirement using the nonlinear models follows exactly the same logic. Requirements determined with models fitted with MP supply
as the independent variable include the requirement for
both lactation and maintenance. On the other hand,
requirements determined with models that use MP supply available for milk production refer only to the MP
required for milk protein secretion.
The requirement of MP, for a given level of milk
protein yield, was defined as the MP needed to predict that given milk protein yield in the fitted model,
that is, the MP solution. The total MP supply or MP
supply available for milk required to predict a given
milk protein yield can be determined by inverting the
nonlinear model (i.e., solving the model in terms of x).
In this setting, the MP requirement is computed with
the inverted curve to determine the level of x needed to
predict the given y with the fitted logistic curve. The
inverse equation has properties directly determined by
the logistic model. For instance, the logistic curve has
a horizontal asymptote; that is, the curve converges to
a limiting value when MP supply approaches infinity.
The curve also determines an intercept [θ1/(1 + θ2)]
representing the amount of milk protein outputted with
zero MP supply. The requirements by inversion at these
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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2 points are biologically senseless. Moreover, not only
at the intercept and asymptote but also at neighboring milk protein yields, the computed MP requirement
will be excessively small or large. Biologically, at both
extremes of the response curve, requirements might be
more affected by BW and protein balance changes. For
example, if MP supply is deficient with respect to the
requirement, cows might use more N from mobilized
tissue. To circumvent these issues and construct a requirement function that is biologically and mathematically sound, we propose to modify the function using
properties of the logistic model. The logistic curve has
sigmoidal returns with respect to the MP supply. The
curve first derivative increases nonlinearly up to the
inflection point (θ1/2) at which it achieves its maximum and starts its nonlinear decrease. Doepel et al.
(2004) identified a critical MP supply at which the
curve second derivative achieves its minimum. Supplies
beyond this point are associated with a marginal efficiency that quickly approaches zero. The requirements
of MP past this point and approaching the asymptote
will be therefore excessively large. The requirement by
inversion of the logistic curve at milk protein yields
close to the intercept will also be problematic because,
by definition, the intercept determines a milk protein
yield with zero MP supply. In this context, we propose
the following requirement function:
R (y ) = I

y

{y ≤ yp } δp

+I

−1

{yp < y < yu }

f (y )

+I

y

{y ≥ yu } δu

, [7]

where R(y) is the requirement function determining
MP solution for a given level of milk protein yield y;
I{B} is the indicator function that returns 1 if condition
B is satisfied and 0 otherwise; f (y)−1 is the inverse of
the logistic function; yp and yu are the predicted milk
protein yields at the inflection point and critical supply,
respectively (i.e., yu is the y-value at which the second
derivative attains its minimum); and δp and δu are the
cumulative efficiencies at the inflection point and the
critical MP supply, respectively. For y < θ1:
 1 θ

f −1 (y ) = −θ3 log   1 − 1 ,


 θ2  y

[8]

here and elsewhere in the manuscript log(·) represents
the natural logarithm. The MP supply at the inflection
point (xp) and point of minimum second derivative are
(xu):
x p = −θ3 log (1 / θ2 )

and

x u = θ3 log
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(

)

3θ2 + 2θ2 , [9]

as described by Doepel et al. (2004). The efficiencies in
[7] are then defined by

( )

δp = f x p / x p

and

δu = f (x u ) / x u .

[10]

Consequently, the requirement function is constructed
with 3 distinct but connected parts: if the milk protein
yield is lower or equal to the logistic curve inflection
point, the MP requirement is given by the milk protein
yield divided by the cumulative efficiency at the inflection point. If the milk protein yield is larger or equal to
the milk protein yield predicted by the logistic function
at the critical MP supply, the requirement is given by
the milk protein yield divided by the cumulative efficiency at the critical MP supply. If the milk protein
yield is between the inflection point and the milk yield
at the critical MP supply, the requirement is given by
the inverse of the logistic curve.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fitted Models

The initial analysis of the data explored different nonlinear models for representing the relationship between
milk protein yield and MP supply. In particular, we
used database 1 as a more controlled system to select
a functional form representing the relationship between
milk protein output and MP supply. The logistic, Gompertz, and monomolecular models were fitted to data
and the logistic model was the one that had the smallest Akaike information criterion. This choice of model
is in agreement with Doepel et al. (2004) who chose the
logistic model to represent milk protein synthesis as a
function of AA supply.
The pooled estimates (across publications) for the 4
models (2 databases, total MP supply, or MP supply
available for milk production) are in Table 2. These
estimates were used as hyperparameters for fitting the
Bayesian hierarchical models that incorporate betweenpublication variability in model parameters (Table
3). The fitted curves versus the MP supplies for all
models are presented in Figure 2. The fits suggest that
models represent the data well. For database 1, the
RMSPE (the square root of the MSPE) computed
through cross-validation were 19.1 and 20.1% of the
observed milk protein yield when using the MP supply and the MP supply available for milk production,
respectively. Likewise, for database 2, the RMSPE was
18.5 and 19.9% of the mean when using MP supply and
MP supply available for milk production, respectively.
Therefore, the MSPE suggests reasonable ability of the
fitted models in predicting milk protein yield responses
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Table 2. Parameters estimates and SE for the models describing the
relationship between milk protein yield and MP supply (all expressed
in kg/d)1
Model2
Database
β1pooled
β2pooled
β3pooled
Database
β1pooled
β2pooled
β3pooled
Database
β1pooled
β2pooled
β3pooled
Database
β1pooled
β2pooled
β3pooled

1: MP supply

1: MP supply available for milk

2: MP supply

2: MP supply available for milk

Estimate

SE

1.061
6.979
0.619

0.080
2.091
0.121

1.050
3.988
0.581

0.091
0.963
0.135

1.744
4.096
1.403

0.296
0.463
0.288

1.546
2.320
1.274

0.252
0.333
0.327

1
Parameters represent pooled estimates across publications obtained
with generalized nonlinear least squares.
2
Logistic model. The MP supply refers to either the MP supply according to Lapierre et al. (2014) for database 1 or White et al. (2017a,b)
for database 2. The MP supply available for milk is the MP supply
minus the MP required for maintenance. Database 1 is from Martineau
et al. (2017), and database 2 is from White et al. (2016). β1pooled,
β2pooled, and β3pooled are the parameters of the logistic curve associated
with the horizontal asymptote, amplitude, and steepness of the curve,
respectively.

to the MP supply in both databases when using either
the total MP supply or MP supply available for milk
production. The residuals versus predicted values’ plots

(Figure 3) also suggest reasonable ability of the fitted
models in describing the data.
When models were fitted with total MP supply as the
independent variable, the cumulative efficiency will be
lower because the total MP supports protein requirement for both milk protein secretion and maintenance,
and therefore, the estimated requirement covers both
maintenance and milk production. Conversely, when
using MP supply available for milk production (i.e.,
total MP supply minus MP supply required for maintenance) as the independent variable, both the efficiency
and the requirement refer exclusively to lactation. Both
approaches have advantages and disadvantages. For
instance, by using the total MP supply as the independent variable, the MP requirements for maintenance
and lactation cannot be separated and the implicit assumption is that the MP requirement for maintenance
is contained in the inefficiency of the milk protein yield.
In this approach, the efficiency, and consequently the
inefficiency, vary with MP supply (Figure 4). On the
other hand, when using MP available for milk production as the independent variable, the MP requirement
for maintenance is first subtracted from the MP supply,
and other factors affecting maintenance requirements
are directly used to calculate MP supply (e.g., BW).
The disadvantage of this approach is that, first, it assumes a fixed efficiency of utilization of MP supply
to cover maintenance requirements, and second, errors
associated with the prediction of scurf protein, urinary

Table 3. Parameter posterior means, SD, 95% credible intervals (CrI), and root mean squared prediction error
(RMSPE) for the models describing the relationship between milk protein yield and MP supply (all expressed
in kg/d)1
Model2
Database
β1
β2
β3
Database
β1
β2
β3
Database
β1
β2
β3
Database
β1
β2
β3

1: Total MP supply

1: MP supply available for milk

2: Total MP supply

2: MP supply available for milk

Posterior
mean

Posterior
SD

95%
CrI

1.166
4.875
0.770

0.023
0.697
0.034

(1.140, 1.225)
(3.718, 6.443)
(0.698, 0.836)

1.171
2.990
0.763

0.028
0.406
0.043

(1.141, 1.244)
(2.282, 3.851)
(0.678, 0.851)

1.553
3.986
1.199

0.065
0.368
0.110

(1.491, 1.737)
(3.271, 4.687)
(1.010, 1.447)

1.541
2.279
1.279

0.053
0.174
0.109

(1.491, 1.683)
(1.966, 2.644)
(1.081, 1.517)

RMSPE3
(% of mean)
19.1

20.1

18.5

19.9

1

Parameters represent population estimates of hierarchical models using Bayesian inference.
Logistic model. The MP supply refers to either the MP supply according to Lapierre et al. (2014) for database
1 or White et al. (2017a,b) for database 2. The MP supply available for milk is the MP supply minus the MP
required for maintenance. Database 1 is from Martineau et al. (2017), and database 2 is from White et al.
(2016). β1pooled, β2pooled, and β3pooled are the mean population parameters associated with the horizontal asymptote, amplitude, and steepness of the logistic curve, respectively.
3
Computed with a 5-fold cross-validation.
2
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endogenous protein, metabolic fecal protein, and endogenous protein reaching the duodenum are introduced in
the analysis. If any of the equations to predict these
values do not perform well, or if the efficiencies of MP
utilization for these maintenance components are incorrect, errors are directly introduced in the calculation of
MP supply available for milk production. Likewise, if
these calculations of maintenance outputs are added to
the dependent variable in an attempt to re-construct
the total protein output (defined by protein in scurf +
endogenous urinary + metabolic fecal protein + milk
true protein yield), errors can be added to the total
protein output.
Models fitted with database 2 have a larger asymptote than models fitted with database 1. For the models fitted with MP supply as the independent variable
(Figure 2, panels a and c), the asymptotes were 1.17
(posterior SD = 0.02) and 1.55 (posterior SD = 0.06),

suggesting that the milk protein yield converges to 1.17
and 1.55 kg/d when MP supply approaches infinity.
When the same models were fitted with MP supply
available for milk production as the independent variable (Figure 2, panels b and d), the asymptotes were
basically the same as for MP supply: 1.17 (posterior SD
= 0.03) and 1.54 (posterior SD = 0.03) for database 1
and 2, respectively. The inflection point of the logistic
curve ranged from 0.58 to 0.78 kg/d milk protein yield
in the 2 databases. The MP supply at the inflection
point for database 1 was 1.22 kg/d when using total
MP supply and 0.83 kg/d when using MP supply available for milk production. Similarly, for database 2, the
MP supplies at the inflection point were 1.66 and 1.05
kg/d when using the independent variable as total MP
supply and MP supply available for milk production,
respectively. The second database has an inflection
point that is shifted to the right relative to the first

Figure 2. Milk protein yield versus total MP supply or MP supply available for milk production (MP supply minus MP required for maintenance). Points are the treatment means, the shaded area is the 95% credible interval of the posterior predictive distributions, and the curves
collect the predictions using population mean parameters. Panels (a) and (b) present the data and fit based on the first database comprising
treatment means of casein infusion studies. Panels (c) and (d) present data and fit based on the larger data set comprising a larger variety of
studies. Database 1 is from Martineau et al. (2017), and database 2 is from White et al. (2016). Color version available online.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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database, suggesting that cows in this database achieve
maximum marginal efficiency at greater levels of MP
supply. A nonlinear relationship between milk protein
yield and MP supply is more evident in database 1
(Figure 2). As previously discussed, database 2 has a
much broader set of experimental conditions.
The objective of fitting the model with database 2
was to examine the appropriateness of the approach
in a less controlled setting and identify the need for
future model development possibly including the incorporation of additional factors such as diet composition,
AA supplies, and BW. By design, studies with casein
infusion in database 1 are likely to have improved both
AA profile and supply, whereas in database 2 studies
comprise a diverse mix of AA profiles in RUP with
treatments that were not always designed to systematically alter dietary MP supply directly within a study.
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It can be argued that not all studies in database 2
were designed to systematically vary MP supply as
in database 1 and additional dietary treatments (not
related to protein supply) will affect the nonlinear relationship relatively to the one from the casein database.
However, the casein infusion data (database 1) might
not represent the relationship between dependent and
independent variables when other profiles of AA constitute MP. For instance, Choung and Chamberlain
(1992) showed that even when AA are supplemented to
equivalently deliver AA relative to casein at the small
intestine, milk yield was often greater with casein supplementation, although similar responses between AA
and casein infusions have also been reported (Galindo
et al., 2011). The authors provided 4 mechanisms for
these differences such as digestibility and absorbability
of individual AA, different rates of absorption, en-

Figure 3. Residuals versus predicted milk protein yields using population mean parameters of the Bayesian models fitted with either MP
supply or MP supply available for lactation in the 2 databases. Panels (a) and (b) present the data and fit based on the first database comprising treatment means of casein infusion studies. Panels (c) and (d) present data and fit based on the larger data set comprising a larger variety
of studies. Database 1 is from Martineau et al. (2017), and database 2 is from White et al. (2016). Residuals and predictions were computed
with models from Table 3 that only contain mean population parameters (i.e., study random deviation from the parameters of the logistic curve
were set to zero).
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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docrine responses, and nutrient utilization, and that
peptides produced during protein digestion are biologically active (particularly for casein), affecting the rate
and extent of the digestion and absorption of nutrients
(Choung and Chamberlain, 1992). In this context, examining the adequacy of the proposed models in both
databases provided complementary information. The
fit from database 1 (Figure 2, panels a and c) suggests
a more sigmoidal pattern. On the other hand, models
fitted with database 2 (Figure 1, panes b and d) suggest a larger inflection point and asymptote. From a
modeling perspective, it is important to note that although parameter estimates in both databases are not
the same, the milk protein predictions, efficiencies, and
requirements follow remarkably consistent patterns.
The larger variation in database 2 suggests that future
development of the approach with adaption to specific
feeding conditions and cow characteristics might be

needed for using the model in practice. For example,
dietary nutrient composition, including energy content,
AA profile of MP, BW, and an assessment of the cow’s
potential (Daniel et al., 2017) can be used to adapt the
system to specific conditions. We investigated a potential effect of BW changes on the observed cumulative
efficiency with a subset of the data that reported BW
changes. The reasoning was that protein mobilization
in early lactation or deposition later in lactation could
affect the efficiency of yielding milk protein. No statistically significant relationship was identified. Although
the contribution of body protein deposition or mobilization may be important on specific feeding and management conditions, our database is mostly composed
of short-term studies with abundance of Latin squares
and switchback designs which do not allow a proper
characterization of protein deposition or mobilization
effects on milk protein yield.

Figure 4. Cumulative efficiencies versus MP supply. Points are the treatment means (milk protein yield/MP supply), the shaded area 95% is
the credible interval of posterior predictive distributions, and the curves collect the predicted efficiencies using the population mean parameters
for each model (i.e., predicted milk protein yield/MP supply). Panels (a) and (b) present the data and fit based on the first database comprising
treatment means of casein infusion studies. Panels (c) and (d) present data and fit based on the larger data set comprising a larger variety of
studies. Database 1 is from Martineau et al. (2017), and database 2 is from White et al. (2016). Color version available online.
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The logistic model has been extensively used to represent animal responses to nutrient supply. For example,
Kebreab et al. (2003) used the logistic function to represent the milk energy output response to ME supply
by lactating dairy cows. Doepel et al. (2004) used the
logistic model to represent the response of milk protein synthesis to AA supplies in lactating dairy cows.
The logistic model is asymptotic, that is, it converges
to an asymptotic milk protein yield as the MP supply approaches infinity rather than reaching a plateau
such as linear and quadratic piecewise plateau models.
St-Pierre and Thraen (1999) discussed desired features
of functions describing responses to nutrient supply by
animals. In particular, these authors suggested that biological principles imply that only individual animals of
identical genetics, physiological state, and environment
have a piecewise function with a plateau. Functions to
represent responses to nutrient supply on a population
basis have to be smooth and converge to an asymptote
(Curnow, 1973; St-Pierre and Thraen, 1999) such as the
one used in the present study. Therefore, the logistic
models fitted in this study might be used as the basis of
a framework to predict milk protein yield responses to
MP supply and determine the MP requirements.
Predicted Cumulative Efficiencies

The observed cumulative efficiencies can be computed as the ratio of the milk protein yield and the MP
supply. The predicted efficiencies, using the mean
population parameters in each model, are therefore
β / MP. The observed efficiencies, as
given by f MP, 

(

)

well as the predicted efficiencies by each model, are
plotted versus MP supply in Figure 4. From this figure,
it is clear that (1) the observed efficiencies decrease as
a function MP supply, (2) the fitted logistic models
predict milk protein yield with a cumulative variable
efficiency of MP utilization, and (3) the predicted cumulative efficiencies by all models are in good agreement with the observed efficiencies.
The efficiency of total MP supply utilization is, by
definition, smaller than the efficiency of using MP
supply only available for milk production. The latter
is computed with a smaller denominator and consequently has a larger value (Figure 4, panels b and d).
When using total MP supply, the observed efficiencies
ranged from 0.68 to 0.26 in database 1 and 0.75 to 0.18
in database 2. If MP supply available for milk production is used as the independent variable, the observed
efficiencies ranged from 0.96 to 0.31 in database 1 and
from above 1 to 0.24 in database 2. The predicted efficiencies in all models are in good agreement with the
data (Figure 4), suggesting a nonlinear decrease of the
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cumulative efficiency with increasing in MP supply. The
calculated efficiencies at low MP supplies available for
milk are close to (and even larger than) 1. Biologically,
this might be an indication that animals are utilizing
N sources other than MP supply, such as tissue mobilization and urea recycling. Alternatively, this might
suggest that the correction for maintenance might have
been excessive or that predictions in the logistic curve
are approaching the part of the curve at which the
cumulative efficiency increases excessively fast (i.e., at
milk protein yields neighboring the intercept).
The first publication reporting, from many studies,
that MP is used with variable efficiency was from Subnel et al. (1994). Similarly, Hanigan et al. (1998) suggested lower efficiencies at greater MP supplies. Since
then, the variable efficiency concept was incorporated
into feeding systems of various countries (e.g., VanDuinkerken et al., 2011; Volden, 2011; Sauvant et al.,
2015). The model proposed in the present study differs
from most of these models from the literature although
it share similarities with the approach from Sauvant et
al. (2015). In particular, it was constructed with the
relationship between milk protein yield and MP supply,
whereas many models from the literature use a ratio
as the dependent variable (i.e., protein yield/MP supply or the efficiency) for which the denominator is also
often used as an independent variable (or at least to
construct the independent variable such as MP supply/
NEL supply or MP supply/DMI). Many recent studies
examined the variable efficiency of MP utilization, for
example, Arriola Apelo et al. (2014) suggested that the
efficiency of MP utilization decreases with MP supply
in a curvilinear fashion. Likewise, Metcalf et al. (2008)
suggested that the amount of protein captured in milk
with the efficiencies below and above MP requirement
levels determine a set of efficiencies described by a
curvilinear function (Metcalf et al., 2008). In addition,
Sauvant et al. (2015) introduced the concept of a variable efficiency of protein utilization for both lactation
and maintenance, as also discussed by Lapierre et al.
(2007), which is different than most systems that only
suggest a variable efficiency of MP for lactation.
Finally, it is important to note that other studies
suggest that both MP and energy supplies affect the
efficiency (e.g., Subnel et al., 1994; van Duinkerken et
al., 2011; Volden, 2011; Daniel et al., 2016) as well as
the ratio MP/DMI (Sauvant et al., 2015). However,
none of the models fitted in our study use NEL supply
as an additional independent variable. The reason for
not including NEL was the large correlation between
MP and NEL supplies (r = 0.85 for database 1 and r
= 0.79 for database 2), which could potentially lead to
multi-collinearity issues. As variation in MP in each
study in database 1 was mostly from casein infusion
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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(as described in Martineau et al., 2017), the variation
in NEL supply was basically the MP variation times a
fixed factor, which made changes in supplies, within
study, relatively similar between MP and NEL. Daniel
et al. (2016) adjusted both NEL and MP supplies to
reduce the collinearity between both variables, with
MP supply adjusted relative to the supply needed
for an efficiency of 0.67. The authors, however, found
that the interaction of MP and NEL supplies was not
statistically different from zero (Daniel et al., 2016)
in a second-order polynomial model for milk protein
yield. As a general conclusion, the authors suggest
that although the effect of MP and NEL supplies on
milk protein yield were additive, MP and NEL supplies
are inherently correlated because these 2 supplies are
never independent. Likewise, Hanigan et al. (1998)
also described interactive effects of protein and energy
supplies. In this context, the model proposed in this
study does not directly account for the individual effects of MP and NEL supplies on the prediction of milk
protein yield, efficiencies, and requirements, but model
parameters are not strictly independent of the effect of
NEL supply because of the inherent correlation between
protein and energy supplies. Extensions of the proposed
model are possible, for example, with the potential inclusion of energy as a covariate for the parameters of a
nonlinear model (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000).
MP Requirements

The general strategy for determining the MP requirement was to determine the MP solution, that is, to
invert the milk protein yield model. The MP requirement, for a given milk protein yield, was defined as
the MP supply needed to predict that given output
in the fitted curve (the MP solution). It is important
to note that this strategy is one approach to compute
the required MP that assumes that the protein yield
is the main driver of the required MP. In fact, this
approach is similar to the one proposed by the Dutch
system that computes the lactation requirement with a
quadratic function of the protein yield (van Duinkerken
et al., 2011). The model used by the Dutch system was
first proposed by Subnel et al. (1994) describing the
quadratic function as a strategy to represent requirements, per unit milk protein, that increase when milk
protein yield increases. The reasoning for our function
also representing requirements that increase with protein yield is the nonlinear relationship between milk
protein yield and MP supply. In particular, after the
inflection point, the logistic curve determines diminishing returns to the MP supply. The rate of protein yield
secretion decreases when MP supply is increased and
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018

consequently more MP is needed to secrete 1 unit of
protein at greater supplies. The fact that the equation
to compute the MP requirement depends only on the
protein yield is convenient as most diets are in practice
formulated or optimized for a given (or target) level of
milk production. However, it must be pointed out that
the biological relationship of the efficiency is with the
MP supply and not strictly with the protein yield itself
because the MP supply is the variable affecting the
efficiency of protein utilization (Figure 4).
The MP supply at the inflection point and the MP
supply at which the second derivative of the logistic
curve attained its minimum were used to adjust the
requirement before or after these critical supplies. Close
to the model intercept, the MP requirement gets excessively close to zero. At the intercept, the requirement of
MP by inversion is undefined and would equal, biologically, to zero. In contrast, the MP requirement at the
asymptote is undefined and would equal infinity. The
requirements before the inflection point and after the
critical point were then calculated in our approach as
the milk protein yield divided by the predicted efficiency at these points. Changing from the inverse function
to the efficiency approach at the inflection and critical
MP supplies keeps the requirement function connected
but prevents the calculation of extreme requirements
at both ends of the function. The MP requirements in
the 2 databases using both total MP supply and MP
supply available only for milk production are in Figure
5. For comparison, the requirement computed with the
NRC (2001) for either lactation plus maintenance or
solely for lactation is also presented in Figure 5. A general pattern can be observed in the 4 panels of Figure
5. Requirements were often slightly lower than the ones
determined with the NRC (2001) system at lower levels
of milk protein yield and greater than requirements
from the current system at greater levels of protein
yield, most likely because of the constant 0.67 efficiency used by the NRC (2001). Examination of panels
(b) and (d) of Figure 4 suggests that the efficiency
is substantially greater than 0.67 at low MP supplies
and substantially lower than 0.67 at greater supplies.
Somewhere between 0.9 and 1.2 kg/d of MP supply,
the efficiency of using MP for lactation approximately
equals the 0.67 used in the NRC (2001). These results
are in agreement with Lapierre et al. (2014), who suggested that MP allowable milk is often overestimated
at high MP supplies and underestimated at low MP
supplies in both NRC (2001) and Cornell Net Carbohydrate and Protein System (Fox et al., 2004) models.
Therefore, if the nonlinear relationship between protein
yield and MP supply is proper, calculating MP requirements using the constant 0.67 fixed efficiency will most
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likely overestimate MP requirements at low yields and
underestimate requirements at high yields.
The model used in this study is asymptotic, with
direct implication that the model cannot predict a milk
protein yield larger than the asymptote. From a data
analysis perspective, this presents no further challenges
because the asymptote in all fitted models is larger
than the milk protein output in both databases. These
asymptotes suggest that cows in our database have
not reached their potential milk protein yield, for that
given environment. From the perspective of predicting
milk protein yield, model users should be aware that
extrapolation outside the range of the data for which
the models were fit is dangerous (Kutner et al., 2004;
Conn et al., 2015). We therefore warn model users that
the models should be used with caution for predict-
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ing milk protein yields with MP supplies greater than
3.27 and 4.03 kg/d because these are the maximum MP
supplies in databases 1 and 2, respectively. Similarly,
the determination of MP requirements for milk protein
yields above 1.14 and 1.49 kg/d must be done with
caution as these are the maximum protein yields in
database 1 and 2. These limitations are not because
of the chosen models or statistical techniques but due
to the ranges on the data. Moreover, it is important
to note that the models fitted in this study, as well as
the predicted requirements and efficiencies, rely heavily
on the data used for model fitting, as the majority of
statistical techniques.
The main objective of this study was to develop a system that directly represents the nonlinear relationship
between milk protein yield and MP supply by allowing

Figure 5. Metabolizable protein requirement versus milk protein yield. The first row of panels presents the total MP requirement (i.e., requirement for maintenance plus lactation), whereas the second row of panels presents the MP requirement for lactation. The dashed line is the
requirement calculated with the NRC (2001) model and the solid line the MP requirement computed with the new approach. Panels (a) and
(b) present the requirements based on the first database comprising treatment means of casein infusion studies. Panels (c) and (d) present the
requirements based on the larger data set comprising a larger variety of studies. It is important to note that for both databases, the MP supply
needed for endogenous sources reaching the duodenum was not included in both requirement and supply. Therefore, the NRC (2001) requirement
for maintenance was also computed without this protein fraction.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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between-study variability to be introduced nonlinearly.
Biologically, the main objective was to develop a system
to determine MP requirements that directly relies on
the nonlinear relationship between milk protein yield
and MP supply. The proposed requirement function
uses the inverse of the logistic model. It is important
to point out, however, that factors other than MP supply affect milk protein yield, such as energy supply,
AA profile of MP, and animal characteristics such as
BW changes and its environment. Future work will
be needed to adapt the proposed modeling framework
developed to include these specific conditions. For example, we previously discussed that MP supply is never
independent of NEL supply, although both have been
identified as contributors to the efficiency. Moreover,
the proposed model does not take into account the potential of different cows within a given environment. In
a recent publication, Daniel et al. (2017) developed an
approach to quantify the cow potential and to estimate
subsequent responses to varying nutrient supplies, including current and past environmental effects on the
production potential. Approaches such as this one will
need to be included in the proposed model to better
predict the milk protein yield in response to a diet under specific conditions. The individual AA supply, as
well as the NEL supply (as discussed above) are known
to alter the efficiency of MP or AA utilization (Hanigan
et al., 1998; Doepel et al., 2004) and therefore MP requirement. The idea of adjusting for these dietary and
animal factors seems a promising way to expand the
proposed modeling approach and create a system that
will be able to respond generally to different feeding
situations and different cows. One approach that might
be fruitful is the use of covariates to model the parameters of nonlinear models, as described by Pinheiro and
Bates (2000) with the use of covariates in nonlinear
mixed models.
Using the Models in Practice

All the information necessary to compute the MP
solutions using the proposed system is given in Table
3. That is, all the steps necessary for the construction
of the requirement function rely exclusively on the use
of parameter estimates from Table 3. We proposed to
modify the inverse function at the inflection point and
critical MP supply but other alternatives might also
be valid. For example, model users can use different
MP supplies to switch the requirement function from
the inverse to the efficiency approach. Instead, model
users can predict average cumulative efficiencies at
given ranges and calculate the requirement by dividing
milk protein yield by the average efficiency in a specific
range of the curve, completely eliminating the need of
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018

an inverse of the logistic model. Finally, model users
can further modify these models with dietary and animal factors and make the MP requirement a function
of these variables.
To demonstrate the use of the models in practice, 2
examples are provided with the detailed determination
of MP requirements for 2 records in our database. In
the first example, the total MP requirement is calculated for a cow that outputs 0.438 kg/d of milk protein
with a 530 kg of BW and a DMI of 11.3 kg/d. Using
parameter estimates for database 2 with total MP supply as the independent variable (Table 3), the inflection
point is yp = β1/2 = 0.776 kg/d of protein yield and the
critical MP supply is
x u = 1.199 × log

(

3 × 3.986 + 2 × 3.986

= 2.921 kg/d of MP,

)

where xu = 2.921 is given in kilograms per day of MP
and represents the MP supply from which the marginal efficiency decreases rapidly. The corresponding
predicted milk protein yield at xu is yu = 1.151 kg/d.
The MP supply at the inflection point is given by xp
= −β3log(1/β2) = 1.657 kg/d of MP. The efficiencies
at these 2 points are δp = 0.468 and δu = 0.394. In
this study, xu and xp are used to limit changes on the
efficiency, and consequently on the requirement, in the
extreme parts of the curve. The requirement function
comprises 3 parts that are curtailed in the extremes by
efficiencies at xu and xp, as previously discussed. For
this example, it is given by
R (0.438) = I

0.438

{0.438 ≤ 0.776} 0.468

+I

{0.776 < 0.438 < 1.151}

 1  1.553
 

0.438

  + I
−
1
.
−1.199 × log 


0
.
438
≥
1
.
151
{
}




0.394
 
 3.986  0.438


The function in this case determines the MP needed (in
kg/d) for the total MP requirement (maintenance plus
lactation). The first step in the calculation of the MP
solution is the identification of which of the 3 indicator
functions returns a nonzero value (i.e., which indicator
function has the condition within braces satisfied). In
this example, milk protein yield is 0.438 kg/d, and the
first indicator function in the right-hand side of the
equation is the one returning a nonzero value. The total
requirement (i.e., maintenance plus lactation) is therefore given by 0.438/0.468 = 0.900 kg/d of MP. The
requirement determined by the NRC (2001) for maintenance plus lactation for this cow is approximately 1.08
kg/d of MP.
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In the second example, a record with a greater protein output was selected. This example is for a cow that
outputs 1 kg/d of protein in milk. The model fitted
with database 2 and MP supply available only for milk
production will be used to calculate the MP requirement for lactation for this cow. It is important to note
that in this example, the MP supply needed for maintenance has been subtracted from the total MP supply
and the solution computed will be referent only to the
MP required for lactation. Using parameter estimates
from Table 3, the inflection point is yp = β1/2 = 0.770
kg/d of protein yield, the MP supply at the inflection
point is xp = −β3log(1/β2) = 1.053 kg/d of MP and the
critical MP supply:
x u = 1.279 × log

(

3 × 2.279 + 2 × 2.279

= 2.520 kg/d of MP,

)

with corresponding yu = 1.169 kg/d of milk protein.
The efficiencies at the inflection point and the critical
MP supply are δp = 0.731 and δu = 0.464. The requirement function is therefore
R (1.00) = I

1

{1 ≤ 0.770} 0.731

+I

{0.770 < 1 < 1.169}

 1 1.541
 

1

  + I
1
.
−
−1.279 × log 


1
≥
1
.
169
{
}




0.464
 
 2.279  1


Again, the first step in the determination of the MP
solution is to identify which of the indicator functions
return a nonzero value. The second (or middle) term
in the equation right-hand side is the one that has the
condition of the indicator function satisfied (i.e., 0.770
< 1 < 1.169). The MP requirement for lactation is
therefore given by the inverse function, equaling 1.839
kg/d of MP for lactation. The NRC (2001) requirement
of MP for lactation for this cow would be 1/0.67 =
1.492 kg/d of MP for lactation. In this second example,
the requirement refers only to the MP for lactation.
The amount of MP required to cover maintenance costs
would, therefore, have to be calculated with another
system and added to this value for the determination
of the total MP requirement. In our example, we have
used the maintenance efficiencies and requirements to
compute the MP supply available for lactation according to the NRC (2001).
The requirements in these 2 examples demonstrate
the overall trend of our models in estimating MP requirements. All models from Table 3 determine MP
requirements that are slightly lower than NRC (2001)
requirements at lower levels of milk yield and MP
requirements that are greater than the NRC (2001)

model for high yields (Figure 5). The point at which
the requirements from our models become larger than
the NRC (2001) requirements and the magnitude of the
difference depend on the parameter estimates of the
logistic curve that determines the inverse function, the
inflection point, critical MP supply, and the associated
efficiencies. As previously discussed, it is important to
point out that, after the inflection point, the rate of
protein yield secretion decreases when MP supply is increased in the logistic function, and consequently, more
MP is needed to secrete 1 unit of protein at greater
MP supplies. However, the biological relationship of the
efficiency is with the MP supply and not strictly with
the protein yield itself because the MP supply is the
variable affecting the efficiency of protein utilization
(Figure 4). Although it is not the main objective of
this manuscript to compare the proposed system with
the NRC (2001) model, many studies from the literature point out the issue with the constant efficiency
assumed by the system and the consequent under and
over estimation of efficiencies, MP-allowable milk and
requirements (e.g., Lapierre et al., 2007; Arriola Apelo
et al., 2014). Results from the model proposed in this
study seem to be in alignment with the concept of a
variable efficiency and requirement as adopted by feeding systems worldwide (e.g., van Duinkerken et al.,
2011; Volden, 2011; Sauvant et al., 2015). The use of
the system in practice might still be dependent on its
adaptation to specific feeding conditions.
CONCLUSIONS

The models fitted in this study predict the milk protein
yield response to MP supply with nonlinear returns in 2
databases, the first based on casein-infusion studies and
the second on dietary treatments. All models provided
a reasonable fit to the data as suggested by the RMSPE
ranging from 18 to 20% of the average milk protein
yield. The cumulative efficiencies decreased with MP
supply in a nonlinear fashion and were considerably
larger than the constant 0.67 efficiency suggested by
the NRC (2001) at lower MP supplies and considerably
lower at greater supplies. Somewhere between 0.9 and
1.2 kg/d of MP supply, the efficiency of utilizing MP
for lactation was similar to the 0.67 efficiency suggested
by the NRC (2001) in both databases. The requirement
of MP was calculated as the MP solution by inverting
the protein output model and identifying, for a given
milk protein yield, the MP needed to predict that yield
in the fitted curve. To prevent the determination of
excessively low or high MP requirements, before the
inflection point and after the point of minima of the
logistic curve second derivative, requirements were
computed by the protein yield divided by the predicted
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 101 No. 1, 2018
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efficiency. For both databases, MP requirements either
for maintenance plus lactation or exclusively for lactation, were slightly smaller than NRC (2001) at low
yields but greater than requirements from the current
system at high yields. As proposed, the methodology
developed in this study will be further developed to
include specific dietary or cow characteristics to improve both the predictions of milk protein yield and the
generalization of the computed MP solutions as the MP
requirements.
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